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A.bst rac t - -A  non-uniform mesh scheme is presented for the computation of compressible flows 
governed by the Euler equations of gas dynamics. The scheme is based on flux-difference splitting 
and represents an extension of a similar sche=ne designed for uniform meshes. The numerical results 
demonstrate that little, if any, spurious oscillation occurs as a result of the non-uniformity of the 
mesh; and importantly, shock speeds are computed correctly. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Riemann solver for compressible gases developed by Roe [1] and its subsequent generalisation 
for real gases by Glaister [2] has been applied to a number of test problems to demonstrate its 
validity for large-scale flow calculations. The key features of these schemes are (i) good shock 
capturing capability and (ii) the lack of spurious oscillations produced at discontinuities. The 
former being achieved as a result of the careful construction of the scheme via the utilisation of 
approximate RJemann solutions; the latter as a consequence of using a TVD (Total Variation 
Diminishing) scalar scheme. Our purpose in this paper is to extend the underlying scalar scheme 
to one for non-uniform eshes. In this way, any features of the flow that require high accuracy 
can be refined accordingly by the use of more mesh points which are not necessarily evenly 
distributed. In addition, a grid with a steadily increasing mesh spacing is normally used to 
model far field boundaries. 
Classically, the use of an 'artificial viscosity' with a Lax-Wendroff scheme [3] can reduce the 
spurious oscillations that would occur in this scheme if no modification were made, (see for 
example Sod [4]). If, however, a non-uniform esh is employed, then these spurious o cillations 
are exaggerated even with the use of 'artificial viscosity', (see for example Cameron [5]). For 
uniform meshes this problem was overcome by Harten [6] with the classification of TVNI (Total 
Variation Non-Increasing) schemes for scalar problems, where spurious oscillations are suppressed 
by suitably modifying the scheme. This idea was taken up by Roe and Baines [7], who suggested 
modifications to the classical Lax-Wendroff scheme for scalar problems by using 'B-functions', 
and then reformulated by Sweby [8] in terms of flux-limiters. Subsequently, these ideas were 
incorporated into Riemann solvers requiring a scalar scheme (see for example [2,8,9,10]). In this 
paper we extend the uniform mesh scalar scheme of Roe and Baines [7] using the TVD idea of 
Harten [6] and the flux-limiter framework of Sweby [8] to one capable of utilizing a non-uniform 
mesh without introducing any spurious oscillations near discontinuities. The resulting scheme 
can then be applied to a Riemann solver based on flux-difference splitting and this is done for 
the Pdemann solver in [2] and applied to two test problems. We note that since the scheme is 
explicit, a refinement of the mesh will result in a restriction of the time-step due to the CFL 
(Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy) condition. However, for steady-state problems, local time-stepping 
can be employed and as a result the CFL condition eed not be a severe restriction. 
In §2 we derive a non-uniform esh scheme for a scalar, hyperbolic onservation law and in 
§3 we show how to apply this scheme to systems of hyperbolic conservation laws by utilising 
I am grateful to P.K. Sweby of the University of Reading for the use of his exact Riernann solver for Problem 1 in 
§4. 
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specially constructed Pdemann problems. In §4 we describe two test problems and give the 
numerical results achieved using the scheme of §3. 
2. A SCALAR SCHEME ON NON-UNIFORM MESHES 
In this section we present a finite difference scheme that can be used with a non-uniform grid. 
In addition we give a monotonicity preserving form of the scheme that is TVD (Total Variation 
Diminishing) under certain CFL restrictions to be determined. As a special case, the scheme 
reduces to the flux-limited scheme on uniform meshes considered by Sweby [8]. 
We consider the scalar equation 
u, + au~ = 0 ( . ,  t) e ( -~ ,  ~)  × [0, T] (2.1) 
and define a non-uniform grid z i in the x direction where z i = zj_t + Azi_ ½. In addition we 
define (xj_½,zi+½), where zj+½ = ½(zj + zj+l), as the neighbourhood of the point x i with 
length Axj = ½(Azj_½ + Azi+½), (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Mesh notation. 
We begin by stating some desirable properties of a finite difference scheme on non-uniform 
meshes. 
2.1 Conservation 
Integrating the differential equation (2.1) we have 
*J+½ %+½ %+½ o/ / / u dx = ut dx = - aux dx 
*,-½ ~i-½ "J-½ 
i.e., 
Thus 
~: j+ § 
0 
o'i / udx  = -a[u(zj+½, t) - u (z j _  ½, t)]. 
o/ 
~ N ~dx = -a  ~(~, (~ j+~, t )  - "%-~,0)  (2.2) 
all j all j 
X i _  
= -~[uBR - uB~.] 
by cancellation, where uBR, USL denote the values of u at the right and left boundaries of the 
region of consideration. 
A discrete analogue of equation (2.2) is 
1 
~(u;  '÷1 - u;')zxx~ = -a [uB~ - UBL] A---~ 
- l l j  
(2.3) 
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(i.e., boundary terms only) where u~' denotes the approximation to u(zj, nat), At the time step. 
We say that a scheme of the form 
u~ +I = u~ + E 7,_½(u~ - u~_l), (2.4) 
all l 
where 77-½ are coefficients to be chosen, for solving equation (2.1) is conservative if equation 
(2.3) is satisfied. 
A standard interpretation is to consider the approximate solution of equation (2.1) as consisting 
of a set of piecewise constants (see Figure 2), i.e., a 'finite-volume' type discretisation. 
n 
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Figure 2. Interpretation f approximate solution. 
~.~ Accuracy 
We say that a scheme of the form given by equation (2.4) is pth order accurate if it is exactly 
satisfied for all polynomials of degree up to and including p; which is true if equation (2.4) is 
, I 2 ., z~. If the exact solution is a polynomial of exact for powers of zj of the form uj = z °, z j, z j,.. 
degree k, then at node j, without loss of generality, we may take u~' = z~, u7 +I = (zj - nat) ~. 
By choosing zj to be the origin of z, then for pth order accuracy we require the condition 
( -am)  = - (2.5) 
all I 
to be satisfied for k = 1,. . . ,p. 
~.8 Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) 
The total variation of the solution u~ at time nat is defined to be 
TV(u") = E [uJ n+1 - uT] 
J 
and a scheme that is total variation diminishing is one where 
TV(u n+l) < TV(u"). 
An important consequence of the TVD property is the impossibility of spurious oscillations arising 
in the solution in going from time level n to n + 1. 
For a general scheme written in the form 
= " -  • (2 .6 )  u~ +I uj Cj_½Au~_½ + Dj+½A j+½ 
where AuT+ ½ = ujn+l- u~ and Cj_ ½, mj+ ½ may be functions of u7 (i.e., data dependent), Harten 
[6] has shown that sufficient conditions for it to be TVD are 
0<Cj+½,  0<Dj+½,  0<Cj+½+Dj+½ <I. (2.7) 
We now develop two schemes for the solution of equation (2.1) on a non-uniform mesh. On a 
uniform mesh, the first scheme corresponds to the second order central scheme of Lax and Wen- 
droff [3], whilst the second scheme corresponds to the second order upwind scheme of Warming 
and Beam [11]. The schemes are then combined to give a TVD scheme. 
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2.,t Central Scheme 
Consider the centrally based scheme 
u~+t n aAt .  n n aAt  n 
= . j  - -  Ogj_~ ~-~-Zj (lgj -- Us_ l )  --  /3.~.t.~ ' j -Zj (B./q. 1 --  UT)  (2.s) 
where u'~ " u(z i, nat).  We consider conditions on the coefficients a~_ ~,/3~+x. a 2 J 2 
For conservation as defined by equation (2.3) we require that 
1 ~--,(. n+1 _ u~)Azj --a[uBa - -  /tBL]. 
allj 
But 
1__ ~(~+1 _ u~lA~ = -~ ~ ~,_~(u~ - u?_l) +/3j+½(,~"+, - ~)  (2.9/ 
At 
• .11 j all j 
and hence by comparison of equations (2.3) and (2.9) the scheme given by equation (2.8) is 
conservative if 
c~j+½ + Dj+½ = 1. (2.10) 
If we now require in addition that the scheme is first order accurate as defined by equation 
(2.5) then we must have 
aAt aAt 
On substitution of/3j+~ using equation (2.10) and rearrangement we obtain 
(~j+~ - ½)A~j+~ = (~j_~ - ½)A~i_ ½. 
Thus the scheme is first order if 
(a j+½ - ½)Azj+½ = K, (2.11) 
a constant, independent of j. We shall determine the constant K by forcing the scheme to be 
second order accurate on a uniform grid, i.e., on a grid where Azi_  ½ -- Az i = Az for all j .  
Putting aj+½ = a,/3i+~ =/3 for all j ,  equations (2.10) and (2.11) become 
a +/3 = 1 (2.12a) 
(a - ½)Az = If (2.12b) 
For second order accuracy (on a uniform grid) we require that 
i.e., 
_aAt  /3~( ( ,x~)2  0) 
(_atxt)2 = ~-7(0_  (_A~)~) _ 
aAt 
0l--/3~ Ax" 
Combining equations (2.12a-b) and (2.13) we find 
a=~ 1+ hx]' /3=~ 1-,xz) 
(2.13) 
and 
aAt 
K = (~-  ½)Ax - 
2 
B 
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Therefore, from (2.11), we require 
i.e., 
aAt  
(aj+½ - ½)Azj+½ = K = 2 
1( oo,)  a~+~=~ 1+ m = ( l+v~+~)  
Az~+½ 
where vj+~ = aAt/Azj+½ is the CFL number for the cell [zj,zj+x]. 
(2.10) that 1( 
Azj+½ 
43 
It follows from equation 
Thus the desired conservative, first order scheme becomes 
. n - aAt 1(1 _ v . i+½)(u in+ 1 _ . .  aAt  1/;,+1 = u~ - 1(1 + 'o-~1("2 - 1/~-1)~-~ 2 1/~)~'  (2 .14)  
which is second order on a regular grid. 
We can rearrange quation (2.14) to give, for a > 0, 
n n .aAt 1(1  n .aAt  
1/7+1 ~-~ 1/j -- (1/~ -- 1/j_1) A;'--'~. "4" ~. -- // j_~)(1/~ -- 1/j_I)Ax j
1 n" aAt  
- ,~(1 - I / j . l .½)(1 / j% 1 - 1/j ) 'T" : -_  (2.15) ,-zj 
and, for a < O, 
U~+I ~ n n" aAt 1 ,~ n- aAt 
n , aAt  
- ½(1 + ~'~-~)("7 - u~-xJXT~ • (2.16) 
It is now possible to identify the following Lax-Wendroff type two stage algorithm for solving 
equation (2.1): for a > 0, 
un+x , gJ- ~ (2.17a) j -1 : Uj-1 "~- AZj_ 1 
un-bl ~j -_......~ gg-½ (2.17b) 
j = u~ + Az j  Az /  
• , "+• = u" ~J-½ g~-~ (2.17c) / - I  j-1 + - -  Az/_ 1 Az/_ 1 
u~ +1 - uj + ~-~xj , ' #J- ~ (2.17d) 
(2.17e) 
and, for a < 0, 
where 
and 
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gj-½ = 1( 1 - I~j -~l )¢~_~.  (2.17 0 
Schematically we have for each cell an 'increment' stage of the form shown in Figure 3a together 
with a 'transfer' stage of the form shown in Figure 3b. For the 'increment' stage, if a > 0 then 
an increment (or flux) is sent to the right and the value of u at z = xj, t = nAt  is updated to u 
at z = zj, t = (n + 1)At, i.e., at the new time level, by the increment Cj_½/Aa:j. If a < 0 then 
a similar argument applies for u at z = x j - t ,  t = nat ,  i.e., at the left-hand end of the interval. 
For the 'transfer' stage, if a > 0 then g j_½/Ax j  is subtracted from u at ~: = xj, t = (n + 1)At 
to give u at z = xj,  t = (n+ 1)At, and g j_½/Az j -1  is added to u at z = z j - l ,  t = (n+ 1)At to 
give u at z = x j - l ,  t = (n + 1)At. A similar argument applies i fa  < 0. It must be stressed that 
the scheme is represented by a two-stage algorithm, and that the calculation is organised by cells 
and not mesh points. Thus each cell contributes to its end points. 
*j..~1~j ~j_.~./Axj_ 1 
l - I  l l -1 J 
a)O a<O 
Figure 3a. Schematic representation of 'increment stage' for scheme (2.17a-f). 
' J "~'/Ax J -14,,J=L_..,~S J ~Ax  J sj.j~j.j~j 
1 1 1 1 
.1-1 j j-I j 
a>0 a(0  
Figure 3b. Schematic representation of 'transfer stage' for scheme (2.1?a-f). 
~.5 Upwind Scheme 
We now give the results of a similar analysis to that of the previous ection for the case of an 
upwind scheme. (A combination of the central scheme and the upwind scheme will later lead to 
a TVD scheme.) Here, we must distinguish between the two cases (a) a > 0 and (b) a < 0 at the 
outset. 
(a) a > 0. 
By considering the upwind scheme 
aAt .  n 
uT+l = us" _ ½ ,, - "Y -2 ) ,  (2.18) 
insisting on conservation as defined by equation (2.3), first order accuracy asdefined by equation 
(2.5), and making the scheme second order accurate on a uniform grid as before, we find that 
1 (Az j+½ aAt ) 1 z;_, 
and, 
= ½(2  + - 
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where 
is the ratio of successive mesh spacings. 
r + Az#+½ 
:-½ = Az#_½ 
Thus the upwind scheme when a > 0 becomes 
n . aAt  t + ~, n n ,aAt  
We can rearrange equation (2.19) to give 
. n+x n_ (u~_un aAt  1.r+ n n ~ aAt  , ,  n n , aAt  
= - ~(,~_ ½ -~_  ½)tu~ -u~_~) Az~ .j Bj j_ 1) ~.~=j ..~ ~ ( j_ ] _ l/j_ ])(Bi_ 1__ t~i_2)~=~ j 1 ÷ 
(2.20) 
for a > 0. 
Before we interpret equation (2.20) as an algorithm involving an 'increment' and 'transfer' 
stage we state the corresponding upwind scheme when a < 0. 
(b) a < 0. 
By considering the upwind scheme 
u~ +I ujn aAt ,  n aAt . ,  n n 
• = - ~ j+~ ~-~(u j+~ - ~7)  - ~+~+~ - ~+~) (2.21) 
and applying the same procedure as before we arrive at the following expressions for aj+½,/~j+½ 
and 
where 
1(  Az j _½+ aAt  ~ 1 
= 
~+ ½ =/~x~_ ½ IAzj + ½. 
Thus the upwind scheme when a < 0 becomes 
u~+t n I _ n- aAt  1 _ v n n . aAt  
= uj - ~+½ ~(2 + + ~j+~)(u~+1 - u s )~-~ + ~(~+~ + ~+~)(u~+2 - ~+i)~--~ i (2.22) 
which, on rearranging, gives 
B j÷l n n n" aAt  1 n n aAt  
= u s - (u#+t - ~,# )~-~ + ~(~+t  + ~#+i )(~'j+2 - ~'#+~)A,# 
1 _ n- aAt  - ~(~+~ + ~#+~)(-~+i - u# )~-~.  (2.23) 
Combining the schemes given by equations (2.20) and (2.23) we can identify the following 
Warming and Beam type two stage algorithm for solving equation (2.1): for a > 0, 
h+ 
n+l  = u n :-.___._~ (2.24a) u/-1 / - t  + Az j - t  
~J- ~ ~ (2.24b) 
u~ +I = u~ + Az~ - Axj 
and, for a < 0, 
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uT_+: = . -  ~-______L h~+~ (2.24c) 
~-i + Axj_ l  Axj_ l  
where 
~7 +1 hT+½ (2.24d) = u 7 + 
as before, and 
Cj_½ = -aAt  (u 7 -- u7_1) (2.24e) 
h.i i ± s-½ = ~(~-½ - ]uj_½]) @j_½. (2.24 0 
Schematically (for each case) we have for each cell an increment stage of the form shown in 
Figure 4a as before, together with a transfer stage of the form in Figure 4b. 
%.~j %..~j-~ 
j - I  l l -1 J 
a>O a<O 
Figure 4a. Schematic representation f ' increment stage' for scheme (2.24a-f). 
1 1 1 1 
J- I  J J - I  J 
a>O a<O 
Figure 4b. Schematic representation f 'transfer stage' for scheme (2.24a-f). 
We now have two finite difference schemes for the numerical solution of equation (2.1), but 
unfortunately neither scheme on its own can be a total variation diminishing scheme. Roe and 
Baines [7] have shown in the case of uniform mesh how to combine these schemes to obtain a single 
total variation diminishing scheme guaranteed to have no spurious oscillations in the solution. 
Their approach is to use 'B-functions' which take non-linear combinations of the transferred 
terms. Sweby [8] reformulated this approach using 'flux-limiters' and we now use this type of 
approach for the non-uniform mesh. 
~.6 A Total Variation Diminishing Scheme on a Non. Uniform Grid 
In this section we combine the two schemes given in the last two sections to obtain a scheme 
which is total variation diminishing (TVD) and which, as a consequence, avoids the generation 
of spurious oscillations. 
We again distinguish the two cases (a) a > 0 and (b) a < 0. 
(a) a>0.  
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The Lax-Wendroff type scheme given byequation (2.15) may be written 
aAt Au" A_  1 
U~ "1"1 "-- U~ -- AX"-~" J - ]  -- A-~zj (2 (1 -I~j+]l)auF+~ 
where 
The 'incremental flux' term 
= 
47 
(2.25) 
aAt  
of (2.25) by itself can never (provided the CPL  number is suitably restricted) produce spurious 
oscillations at, for example, discontinuities of the solution. However, the 'anti-diffusive flux' of 
(2.25), 
Azj 
that arises from the transfer part of the algorithm may well produce such spurious oscillations. 
To overcome this we may limit the amount of antidiffusive flux, i.e., consider the algorithm 
u,]+ l . aAt .  n A_ {+ aAt (1-]vj+½0 Aui+~) 
where ¢++½ is a so-called limiter assumed here to be of the form 
¢++/t =¢(%+])  with M~] = (r~+]- lv J - ] [ '~ Au~_] i -  F.;f/r / i (2.26b) 
We note that the special cases .¢~'+½ ~ I, ¢~+½. ~ M++½__ correspond to the Lax-Wendroff and 
Warming/Beam upwind type schemes, respectively. 
We can consider ¢ to be one of a wide class of limiters, of which common examples are 
¢(M) -- 0 
¢(M) - max(0, rain(l, M)) 
2M 
¢(M) - max (0, 1 -~ ) 
¢(M) - max(0, min(1,2M), min(2, M)) 
first order (2.27a) 
minmod limiter (2.27b) 
van Leer limiter (2.27c) 
superbee limiter (2.27d) 
(see e.g., Sweby [8]). The'superbee' limiter is a highly compressive limiter, i.e., it helps maintain 
sharp contact discontinuities when used for compressible gas dynamics calculations, (see e.g., 
[2,9]). In the work of Roe and Baines [7] the 'B-functions' are related to the flux-limiters by 
B(bl, b2) = bl¢(b2/bl). 
Thus, in the notation of Roe and Baines we consider an anti-diffusive flux of the form 
Azj 
where B(*, e) is given by equations (2.27a-d) and (2.28). 
In general we shall stipulate that 
(2.28) 
0<¢(M)<2 with ¢ (M) -0 forM<0,  
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and 
0 < ¢(M) < 2, 
- M - 
(see Sweby [8]). 
The following theorem then gives sufficient conditions for the scheme given by equations (2.26a- 
b) to be TVD (see Appendix). 
THEOREM I. The scheme given by equations (2.26a-b) together with the conditions on ¢ above 
is TVD if aAt /Az i _  ½ <_ ½ for all j, i.e., the local CFL number vi_ ½ <_ ½. 
We now return to the second case. 
(b) a < 0. 
Consider now the Lax-Wendroff scheme given by equation (2.16) where a < 0, and write the 
scheme with limited antidiffusive flux in the form 
.nAt .  A+( nat ) ,~+1 = ,,# ,,,~i/~,6+½ + ~ ~/_½ -I,-'~-½ (2.29a) 
where ¢ is a limiter with the same restrictions as before, A+vj = Vj+l -- Vj and 
¢~_½ = ~/,(~- ½) with Mj- ½ = /(~-+½- I£'~+½1~ A.7+½ (2.29b) 
It is then possible to prove the following result for the scheme given by equations (2.29a-b) (see 
Appendix). 
THEOREM 2. The scheme given by equations (2.29a-b) together with the restrictions on ¢2 as 
before is TVD if v i_ ½ = aAt /Ax  i_ ½ >_ - ½ for all j. 
Schematically we have constructed the algorithm which is shown in Figures 5a-b, where 
¢i- ½ = -aAt Au~' ½ (2.30a) 
and 
and where 
¢~_ ~ ---- ¢(Mj e_ ½) with 
m 
- J - , j -  $ -  ~ . - s  
(i- Ivi_½ I)~u)'_ ~ 
s--  sign(a). 
(2.30b) 
(2.30c) 
÷ + / ix 
. (1  - lu j . .~ l )@j~, j~  ~(~ - iuj_~l)+j..~@j.4~ j 
S axj 
1 1 
J - I  J 
a)O 
Figure 5a. Schematic representation of 'increment stage' for scheme (2.26a.b), (2.29a- 
b) and (2.30a,-c). 
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j - I  
a<o 
Figure 5b. Schematic representation f 'transfer stage' for scheme (2.26a-b), (2.29a-b) 
and (2.30~-c). 
1 
J-I 
A~ n 
- t~"-j Mj.~ 
1 
sj..~ > 0 
Figure 6a. Schematic representation f scheme giveaa by (2.33)-(2.38) when sj_½ > O. 
2.7 A TVD Scheme for the Non-Linear Scalar Conservation Law 
We can combine the schemes of §2.4 and §2.5 to obtain approximate solutions with a TVD 
property to the non-linear, hyperbolic, scalar conservation law given by 
u ,+/x  =0, (z,t) e ( -~ ,oo)  x [0,T] (2.31) 
with initial data 
u(z, 0) = uo(z). (2.32) 
The scheme is given schematically in Figures 6a-b where 
and 
ataIZ_ ½ . . 
vi-½ = At , , ,  , 
si_½ = sign(vj_½) 
:,sj"_ ~ = ~ - IL: = ICu?)- s(.?-,) 
axi-½ I) 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be generalised to the scheme above as follows. 
(2.33-2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.3o) 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
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bt  . .n  
- ~ j_ la t  b.14 
1 ! 
j - I  J 
sj.d~ < 0 
Figure 6b. Schematic representation of scheme given by (2.33)-(2.38) when s j_ ½ < O. 
THEOREM 3. The scheme given above together with the same restrictions on the limiter ¢ as 
before, i.e., 
2 >_ ¢(M) > 0, 2 > ¢(M) /M >_ 0 
and 
is TVD if 
¢(M) - -0  when M < O, 
½)< < ½) (2.30) 
for all j. (For a proof see Appendix.) 
The scheme we have presented above for the solution of the linear equation (2.1) or its gen- 
eralisation to the non-linear equation (2.31) can evidently be used on uniform meshes. In that 
case Axj_½ = Azj+½ = Az j  -- Ax and some simplification results. In particular ]:_½__ - 1, and 
the scheme increases in accuracy from first order to second order and can be identified with that 
of Roe and Baines [7] and Sweby [8]. If steady state solutions are sought, then the scheme is 
globally second-order accurate if all residuals vanish at the steady state. 
3. EXTENSION TO SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS AND AN ENTROPY 
SATISFYING VERSION OF THE SCHEME 
In this section we indicate how to apply the scheme described in §2 to a system of conservation 
laws. The approach taken follows that in [1,2,9,10] where the scalar, uniform mesh scheme was 
applied to a linearised Riemann problem. However, before describing this approach we remark 
that the schemes given in this chapter are not, without further modification, entropy satisfying, 
i.e., they will allow weak solutions of the differential equation that are not physically relevant, 
(see Lax [12]). To overcome this we use a device introduced by Sweby [13] who devised a simple 
numerical test to detect when an expansion wave is present. This device, when incorporated 
with the original scheme, will disperse ntropy violating solutions of (2.31), and corresponding 
solutions in the system case. For a derivation of the resulting test ee Sweby [13]. 
3.1 Entropy Satisfying Version 
We give a brief description of the resulting scheme on a uniform mesh (for simplicity) for the 
non-linear equation (2.31), and then bring together the results o far, to present a complete 
numerical scheme for the solution of a linearised Riemann problem associated with a system of 
hyperbolic onservation laws. 
An entropy satisfying version of the scheme of §2.7 for the solution of equations (2.31) and 
(2.32) can be written as a cell-based scheme as 
•n+l n i-1 "-uJ-1 + ¢~;-½-b~_½ +b~_½ 
+bL (3.1a-b) 
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where 
~-~ = -c~-  ~)+c. ;  - . ; -~) -  c~-~)+c- ; -~  - -7 - , )  
At 
n 1 n Bn C-l- 1 [C ~_~ = ~(u~ + ~-~), = ~( I+ ~) 
t~ n f(  j ) -- f(u~=_l) 
."-.R ..--.5"- - 
a j  _ ~ ~- B j  u j  _ 1 
Y'(t,i_ ~) 
j -1  
rt  Un u j=  j - t  
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(3.3a~b) 
(3.4a~b) 
(3.5a-b) 
a L_ ~ = min(a j  _ 1, a j  _ ½ ) (3.6a)  
i rl aj = ftCu]), a j -1  - "  f (uj_t) (3.7) 
b~_~ = ~j_~L_~¢(M~_~) (3Sa) 
b~_½ =/~j_ ½¢~_ ½ ¢(M~_½) (3.8b) 
~_~ = ½(z - I , , j -~ l )  (3.9) 
M~ ½ ~J+½ ~'+½ (3.10a) - = ~_~_~ 
M~_½ - ~j_½~b~_½ (3.10b) 
and ¢ is a flux limiter, (see §2.6). 
This scheme can be represented in schematic form asa first order increment stage together with 
a second order transfer stage as seen in Figure 7. The algorithm given by equations (3.1a)-(3.10b) 
has the property that one or other of ~bL_~, ~b~t_½ is zero, except at expansions. 
bL-.! 4 
'#J-t4 
1 ! 
J - I  .1 
Figure 7. Schematic representation f scheme (3.1a)-(3.10b). 
The same principles can then be applied to the scheme of §2.7 to obtain an entropy satisfying 
scheme on a non-uniform mesh. 
We now describe how this scheme, with non-uniform meshes, can be applied to systems of 
conservation laws. 
3.~ E~ension to Systems via a Linearised Riemann Problem 
We now introduce a linearised Riemann problem for a system of conservation laws in order to 
show how to incorporate the scheme described in §2.7 and §3.1. 
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Consider the system of hyperbolic onservation laws 
_wt+fr =0 (x,t) E (-c¢, oo) x [0, T] (3.11) 
with initial data 
w(x, 0) = u_,0(z) (3.12) 
for the function w = _w(x,t) where f = f(_w). 
The approximate solution of equations (3.11)-(3.12) is sought by first assuming a piecewise 
constant representation f _w and then by solving the linearised Riemann problem 
W t + A(WT_I, wT)wx = 0, (X,t) E [Xj-I,Xj] X (tn,tn+l) (3.13) 
where A(WT_l, wT) is an approximation to the Jacobian matrix o°-/6-(w), and _w~_,,w_~ represent 
the piecewise constant states at time level n, i.e., 
W n AXj_~ AXj_{ 
-j-1 X ~ (XJ-I ~ 'X J - I  "~ ' - - -~)  
- ( Az,+½) w(z , t , )  = A%._½ + . 
_w~ x E zj 2 ' 2 
(3.14) 
The notation of §2 is assumed. A specific example of A is given by Roe [1] for the Euler equations 
of ideal gas dynamics and by Glaister [2, i0] for real gases and axially symmetric flows. In general, 
A is constructed so that AA_w = Af,  which ensures conservation and good shock capturing 
properties. 
To apply the scheme of §2.7 with the modification of §3.1 we diagonalise the system (3.13) as 
follows. 
Consider the cell [zj-1, zj] and suppose that the approximate Jacobian matrix A( _w~_1, _w~) -- 
A has m eigenvalues i Aj_~, i = 1,...,m with corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors 
ie_j_½, i = 1,...,m. From now on, in the interest of brevity, we refer to iAj_½ and iej_½ by iA 
and i_e, respectively. If we write 
X = [le_,... ,me] (3.15) 
as the modal matrix then it is well-known that 
X- lAX  = A (3.16) 
where 
A = diag(xA,...,,~A) 
is a diagonal matrix. Thus, if we define a new dependent variable v by 
"V --" X-Iw (Z,t) • [Xj-I,Xj] × [tn,tn+l] 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
then equation (3.13) becomes 
i.e., a set of scalar problems 
v_t + A_v,, = 0 (3.19) 
 (iv) + .x = 0 i = 1 , . . . ,  m (3.20) 
where v - ( iv, . . .  ,mV) T. 
Equations (3.20) can now be solved approximately using the non-uniform mesh scheme given 
in §2.7 and §3.1 where we identify ~A with the approximation aj_½ for each i. We note that, 
although this process does not in general maintain conservation, the construction of A mentioned 
above ensures that the scheme is conservative. Applying the scalar scheme to the m waves of the 
iinearised Riemann problem above, in particular the diagonalised equations (3.20), gives rise to 
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an explicit algorithm for solving equations (3.11) and (3.12) which consists of an increment stage 
and a transfer stage, and is represented schematically in Figure 8. The ~a represent projections 
fit 
n ~ U)rt ~ " w j _ j _ :  = ~ iaie_, 
i=1  
(3.21) 
and by virtue of the diagonalisation (3.18) these 'wavestrengths' represent jumps in the charac- 
teristic variable iv across the cell [zj_ :, z j], i.e., 
lot ~ i t ) ;  -- .t~ n t j -1  
Referring to Figure 8, the final scheme can be written 
W_;+_ l = W]_ 1 q" i~_L/Azj_I - - i~_LAzj_ I  + ib_R/Azj-t 
where we sum over the contributions from each wave i, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, and where 
i~ L -- A t i~L ia ie_  
iq~ R -- A t  io .R ia  ie_ 
{ (-iA) p 
i O'L = [(-- i~R)P(i ~ -- i~ L) + (--i)~L)P(iAR -- i,~i)] 
l 
- (,~)p 
i tTR = [(i~R)P(i~ -- i~ L) "[" ( iAL)P(i~ R -- i~)]  
(3.22) 
(3.23a) 
(3.23b) 
(3.24a) 
(3.24b) 
(3.25a-b) 
iA R ~ i,~ L 
i~ R = i~ L 
i~ R ~ iA L (3.25c-d) 
iA L = min(iA,i,~_) (3.26s) 
iA R = max(iA,iA+) (3.26b) 
= ½(Id + c) (3.27) @ 
= ~(1 - liz, I),~L ¢( iM L) (3.28s) ib_ R 
= 2(1 - I,z,I)~_R ,k0M a) (3.28b) ib_ L 
At  
iv  = ~ iA (3.29) 
Az~_ ½ 
½ ~,,~÷~ 
,M L = ~-~-- ~u'~ {--~-_L ~ (3.30a) 
and 
,~R = ½ \~'~-~ - 
½(1 - [,ul) {,~_/t}, (3.30b) 
The subscripts + and - throughout refer to values at j + ½ and j - ~, respectively, where all 
other expressions are at j - ½, whose subscript was suppressed earlier, for brevity. In (3.28a-b) 
¢ is one of the flux limiters of §2.6. We denote by {v}q the qth component of the vector _v. This 
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of scheme (3.13a)-(3.20b). 
means that the choice of q corresponds to the component of ~bL(i~b R) used in the limiter, and 
hence which part of the limiter is chosen. We need to choose the most sensitive component of the 
conserved vector _w, and for the Euler equations this is usually taken to be the density, p, which 
enables contact discontinuities to remain sharp. The scheme given by equations (3.23a)-(3.30b) 
for the solution of the linearised Riemann problem given by equations (3.13) and (3.14) has a 
number of desirable properties which we now summarise. 
For regions of smooth flow on non-uniform meshes it is first order accurate, whilst on uniform 
meshes it is second order accurate. For steady state calculations, when all residuals have vanished 
the scheme is globally second order accurate. In addition it is shock-capturing and the iA = 
A j_ ½ approximate the wavespeeds (eigenvalues) of the hyperbolic system of equations (3.11) and 
(3.12). Furthermore, the scheme is conservative, and for linear systems is TVD for each scalar 
decomposed problem of the corresponding set of scalar problems given by equation (~.20). We 
note, however, that when the characteristic variables v are recombined to form the conservative 
variable w, some oscillations may result since the scheme is not TVD with respect to w. This 
feature is demonstrated in the results in the next section. However, as a result of the TVD 
property for v in the linear case, the oscillations are minimal, if present at all. 
4. TEST  PROBLEMS AND NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
Both problems are concerned with the propagation of a discontinuity or shock through a non- 
uniform grid. The mesh considered is usually termed a 'geometric grid', i.e., one where the ratio 
of consecutive spacings Azj_½1Azj+½ = constant). 
Problem 1 
The first problem is the well-known shock tube problem of Sod [4] for the Euler equations 
(3.11) where 
w = (p, pu, e) T, (4.1a) 
f = (pu, p + pu 2, u(e + p))T, (4 .2a)  
p 1 2 
e = ~ -I- ~pu (4.3)  
V-1  
and p, u,p, e, 7 represent the density, velocity, pressure, total energy and ratio f specific heat 
capacities of the fluid. We take ~ = 1.4 and the initial data 
1 
1,0, i x<~ 
p,u,p = 1 " 
0.125,0,0.1 z > 
The main features of the exact solution axe a shock moving to the right followed by a contact 
discontinuity also moving to the right but more slowly and an expansion fan moving to the left. 
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Problem 
The second problem is concerned with shock reflection using again the Euler equations. 
consider a region 0 < z < 1 with initial conditions 
We 
p=l  
u= -1 
P= P0 
i.e., a gas of constant density and pressure moving towards z = 0. The boundary z = 0 is a rigid 
wall and the exact solution represents shock reflection from the wall. The gas is brought o rest 
at z = 0 and, denoting by (0) initial values, by ( - )  pre-shocked values, and by (+) post-shocked 
values, we havep0 = 1, p-  = p0, p+ = (~+l )p - ,  u0 = -1,  u-  =-1 ,  u + = 0, p0 = p0, 
P- =Po, P+ - ¼(7 + I+ %/(7 + I)'+ 167po)+po and 
p=l ,u=- l ,p=po for z/t>S, 
where 
S=~I  (7 - 3 -I- ~/(7 -I- 1) ~ + 167p0) 
The shock moves out from the origin with speed S. We choose 7 = 5/3 or 7 = 1.4 together with 
P0 such that p+/p- -- 2, or P0 = 0 so that p+/p- = c¢, representing a shock of infinite strength. 
The numerical results obtained for both these problems are given in Figures 9--14, and in each 
case we have used the scheme of §3.2 together with the linearised Riemann solver of Glaister [2] 
and a geometric grid. For Problem 2 we apply a reflection condition at z = 0, as follows. 
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Figure 9. Solution of Problem 1 - passage of shock through a geometric grid. 
A reflected boundary condition can be implemented by considering an 'image' cell at the 
boundary and imposing equal density and pressure, and equal and opposite velocity at either 
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Figure 10. Solution of Problem 1 - a number of geometric grids throughout. 
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Figure 11. Solution of Problem 2, "~ = 5/3, p+/p  - = 2. 
end of the cell. This results in no net movement in the cell. Two such cells are required for the 
scheme of §3.2. 
Figure 9 shows only that part of the solution featuring the shock and contact discontinu- 
ities whilst Figure 10 shows the complete solution with a number of increasing and decreasing 
geometric grids throughout. 
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Figure 12. Solution of Problem 2, "y : 1.4, p+/p -  = 2. 
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Figure 13. Solution of Problem 2, "y = 5/3, p+/p -  = oo. 
For both problems we see that the shock passing through the non-uniform mesh produces 
little spurious oscillation; &Ithough more oscillation is obtained for the diflicult case of a shock of 
infinite strength, (see for example Noh [14]), and the captured shock is moving with the correct 
speed. Furthermore, Figure 10 shows that a series of decreasing and increasing geometric grids 
has little effect on the quality of the solution. 
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Figure 14. Solution of Problem 2, "r = 1.4, p+/p- = oo. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have presented a new entropy satisfying, TVD, finite difference scheme for 
the solution of a single non-linear hyperbolic onservation law on a non-uniform esh. We have 
extended this scheme for use with linearised Riemann solvers for solving a system of hyperbolic 
conservation laws. For shock tube and reflection problems governed by the Euler equations (when 
incorporated with the linearised Pdemann solver of Glaister [2]), we have obtained satisfactory 
results using these schemes. 
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APPENDIX  
In this ,~ppe~dlx we give proof of Theorems 1,2,3 of §2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM I. 
The scheme (2.26s-b) can he written 
whece 
and 
aAt 1+ 1 ~+~ , + c,_½ 
Di+ ½ = 0. 
Now, if we stipulate that uj_~ -- aZ~f/Azj_½ <_ ~ for all j ,  then 
Cj_½ <_ ~-~';j'z.,(l+~.2r:_½)= AZj + - 
= = 2 < 1 (A1)  
a ' :  ~ a~-  ½ ] a ' i -  ½ - 
• + + since ~_{  _2> 0, 2 > ~ +½/M~+½ ~ 0, va_½ _~ 0 and I - lug_½[ ~ 0. 
Also 
C~_½ > ~A~(1- I_ ,~ ~. 2) _> 0 (~2) 
since 2 > q~:_½ > O, v3_ ½ 2> 0, ~+ IM+ _ _ _ ~+½, ,+½ > oand r~_½ - 15-½1 = ,+_½(1 - 5+½) -> o. It fallows 
from equstions (AI), (A2), (2.61 and (2.7) that the scheme given by equations (2.26s-b) is TVD if va_ ½ = 
aAt/AZj_~i < ~ for All j. II 
PROOF OP THEOREM 2. 
The scheme (2.29a.b) can be rewritten in the form 
~7 +~ = ~;' - %-½",,;t ½ + D +½,,,,;~+½ 
where 
C j_½ =0 
and 
aat (_ l+ l  _ 14- -½ ) 
D,+½ = X-~7, j ~ ,+½(1-h+~t)2  m-_--~ ('~+~ - h+~D • 
If we stipulate that vj_~ = aAt/Azj_~ > -~ for all j ,  then 
D~+½ =-~i  I+ 2M7½ r+½-15+½11-  i~-+½(1-15+½1) 
_ aAt (I ~At. 1.2r~ + )= +,;+~) _< - ~-~ (1 + ~ ½ ~i  
~ (~"  ~ + ~'-~ 1 2oA, < 1 
since 4-+½ -> 0,2 > ~---~/~fi---~ ->0, and 1 -15+½1 > o. 
Also aAt . 1 
Dj_½ _> -X-~-j 0 - ~.  2) >_ 0 
(A3) 
(A4) 
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m • ince 2 _> V~j-+~ _> O,v,+~ _< 0,,k~'_~/M--½ ~_ 0 and r+½ - lu,+~l = ,~'+½(1 + ~_½) _> o. It follows 
from equaticnm (A3), (A4), (2.6) and (2.7) that the scheme given by equations (2.29a-b) is TVD if uj_~ = 
aAi/Aza_ ½ >_ -~  for all j. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. 
The scheme given by equations (2.33)-(2.38) and Figures 6~-b can be written in the form 
n 1 At  n 1 At  n s bj_½ bj+~ (A5) 
Firstly, we define 
M;_~ 
and 
{ ~,~_½ %_½ > o 
"+-½ = o %_½ _< o 
_ ~'o %_½ _>o 
u_.~ = t ~5-½ *5-½ < o 
(A6) 
(A~) 
0 
= ~-+½ ~-+~ A.~+~ A~,+~ 
M,_~ = :~--~ ",--~ A.~_~ A~,_½ 
A.;_# A:,_# 
= -~ = 6i+_½ ~+_~ A.7_ ½ A~,_½ 
: A=j - i / l i  l (N.B. r~:~t,_ a,s_ ½ ). Thus 
w hei'e 
~+_~ >o 
"s--½ -< o 
and ,~. a result of the restrictions given by equation (2.39) we find that 
6~_½ >o 
mad 
~½ >o. 
Using the definitions given byequations (2.33)-(2.38) and(A6)-(A11) we can rewrite equation (AS) as 
,,+_ ½ ,%_ ½ ~,,,:,_ ~ ,,-+ ,} A ~,+ ½ ...~,+ 
u; '+I = u~ - a=~ - A=i  
Azi 
H we now tree equations (A10) and (Al l )  to rephce the terrrm 6~ ~ Au;*±~Azj+~ in equation (A12) by 
~ vj"+½ AU'i.i+~_Ax..j.~½/Mj~ we obtain 
.7 +' = ,,;' - c,_,y',,.;'_ ½ + D,+ ½,',~,;'+ ½ (A~3) 
Ax:--~v+--~ ( 1 g'(M;+½)r+ )) 
vi-~ > 0 
(A10) 
"i_½ < 0 
%_½>o 
(All) 
5_½< o 
I %*. ½ ) (AS) 
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and
Now
tJ.~;_! (1 )0;_1. ~ --A- "'~ 1. 1 - -(1- ",+ J.)W(M~ 1.)
2 ~~; J-2 2 J-2 J-2
tJ.~; ; (1 )> ---- ",+ 1 - -W(M~ )
- tJ.~; J-; 2 J-;
tJ.~;_; 1
>--",+ 1.(1 - - . 2) > 0
- tJ.~; J-2 2 -
since "'j_; ~ 0, w(Mj+!)/Mj+! ~ 0, .,.:_; ~ 0 and 2 ~ w(M:_;) ~ o.
Similarly
since "'i+; ~ 0, w(Mi_;)/Mi_; ~ 0, .,.;~; ~ 0 and 2 ~ w(M,H.!) ~ O.
Alao
tJ.~H; _ ( w(Mi_;) 1 _ _)
DH ! ~ - tJ.~; "';+; 1 + Mi_! . i(rH ; +"';+;)
tJ.~H! 1
< - "'":" 1.(1 +2· -r":" 1.)
- tJ.:r:; J+2 2 J+2
=_tJ.~H; "'":" (tJ.~H; + tJ.~;_;)
tJ.~; J+; tJ.~H; tJ.~;+;
tJ.~H! _ 2tJ.~; _
=- '" ·--=-2",tJ.~; ;+; tJ.~H! H;
since "'":" 1. < 0, W(M~ 1.) > 0, s: 1. > 0 and W(M~ 1.) > O. Thus
J+., - J+., - J+., - J+., -
os o;+! +DH ! s 2("'j+; - "'i+!)'
(AI4)
(AI5)
Now, either "'H! ~ 010 that
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giving 
0_<cj+~ +D+½ _< 1 
or uj+~ ~ 0 so that 
_ 1 and ~++ = 0 ~'~+½ = ~,~+½ _> -~ ½ 
giving 
(A16) 
0<%+½ +Dj+½ _< 1. (A17) 
It follows from equations (2.6), (2.7) and (A13)-(A17) that the scheme given by equations (2.33)-(2.38) and 
F igm~ (6a-b) for the solution of equation (2.31) is TVD if 
1 
for a l l j .  II 
